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ONTOLOGY ASSISTED FORMAL SPECIFICATION

EXTRACTION FROM TEXT

ANDREEA-DIANA MIHIŞ

Abstract. In the field of knowledge processing, the ontologies are the
most important mean. They make possible for the computer to understand
better the natural language and to make judgments. In this paper, a
method which use ontologies in the semi-automatic extraction of formal
specifications from a natural language text is proposed.

Between ontologies and natural language exists an old connection. The
first ontologies created in the computer science were written in natural lan-
guage. But in the natural language form they were not very useful. So, a
formal way of representing ontologies was preferred. Some early formal forms
were Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) and Unified Modeling Language
(UML). Now, the ontologies are represented in Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF) or Web Ontology Language (OWL)[16], and in these forms they
have many applications in the Semantic Web. Also, some of the existing on-
tologies were obtained in an automatic or an semi-automatic way from natural
language texts.

In the Semantic Web, the ontologies are used for the semantic information
coding behind a Web page or in a Web page, and in this way they support
information retrieval. But the majority of the existing ontologies are designed
for a specific domain, and they are used in that specific domain. And, as they
have proved their usefulness in those domains, whay not for the specification
extraction from natural language texts?

When the clients and the developers meet, the client’s requirements are
written in natural language, since the natural language is commonly under-
stood. But, unfortunately, the natural language is ambiguous. In the require-
ments phase, the developers and the clients understand the requirements in
the same way. But this does not guaranty that they will recall the same things
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later. Maybe they are not the only persons which will develop the software.
Usually, especially for large scale or average scale projects, the development
team is split in smaller teams, specialized in a particular phase from the de-
velopment process: specification, coding, testing, and so on. Sometimes the
team responsible with the requirement elicitation is so specialized, that it can
even belong to a different firm. And the requirements elicitation techniques
gathers a lot of natural language requirements, which must be analyzed and
transformed in specifications, from which the most useful are formal specifi-
cations. The purpose of the requirement analysis phase is the development
of the Specification Document, which is in fact the contract between client
and developers, and in order to be unambiguous, formal specifications must
be used[17].

A method of semi-automatic formal specification extraction from require-
ments written in natural language is proposed in this paper.

1. Ontology

An ontology represents a rigorous and exhaustive organization of some
knowledge domain that is usually hierarchical and contains all the relevant
entities and their relations [28]. It’s an old field of study in philosophy, with
greek origins. ”Ontology (from the Greek öν, genitive öντoς: ”of being”
(neuter participle of ε˜̇ιναι: ”to be”) and λoγία, -logia: science, study, theory)
is the philosophical study of the nature of being, existence or reality in general,
as well as the basic categories of being and their relations. Traditionally listed
as a part of the major branch of philosophy known as metaphysics, ontology
deals with questions concerning what entities exist or can be said to exist, and
how such entities can be grouped, related within a hierarchy, and subdivided
according to similarities and differences.” [29].

In the field of computer science, the ontology is a relatively new field of
study, but promising. As in philosophy, it intends to organize the knowledge
from the web in a semantic form. And because the web is used as a support to
publish information from different domains, also, the ontologies differ, some
being domain specific, some being upper level ontologies [15]. The first ontolo-
gies used in the computer science domain were defined using natural language.
These kinds of ontologies were called informal ontologies. But the most formal
ones have the most applicability [5, 2]. Today, the backbone of the Semantic
Web is consisted by the OWL (Web Ontology Language) and RDF (Resource
Description Framework) [16].

A lot of ontologies were developed, by humans, as the work of different
specialists or volunteers [20], to semi-automatic [13] and automatic ways [4].
Ontologies also differ in respect to the scope and purpose of their content.
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The most prominent distinction is between the domain ontologies describing
specific fields of endeavour, like economics or biology, and upper level ontolo-
gies describing the basic concepts and relationships invoked when information
about any domain is expressed in natural language [22]. Usually the domain
ontology is subordinated to the upper level ontology [15] (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The tree levels of generality in a domain ontology [15]

From the representation point of view, one type of ontology is the tax-
onomy. A taxonomy is a hierarchical classification of terms. The relation
between two terms, a parent and a child, is usually an ”is a” relation. The
terms can also be characterized by a set of properties.

But the most general way to define an ontology is by using triplets [3].
A triplet is composed from a subject or the concept, the predicate, which is
a directional relation and the object, which is a characteristic. The relation
and the characteristic can also be concepts. Any type of ontology can be
represented in the triplet form, even if the ontology is a taxonomy or it has
an integrate graph type structure.

2. Related work

Since the ontologies make the computer capable to better understand the
natural language, they have a great applicability in the field of information
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extraction. Since 2003, their applicability for information extraction was em-
phasized in [14], where the authors propose a step by step method for enriching
an existing ontology in order to make it more appropriate for information ex-
traction from a new text source.

In a newer paper [21], an ontology unsupervised method for information
extraction is presented, without using any other knowledge sources. However,
the precision of the results will depend on the quality of the input ontology.
The method also identifies unused elements from the ontology, and in this
way the quality of the ontology can be improved, and also the results of the
extraction.

3. The semi-automatic formal specification extraction

In a previous paper [10], was proposed an application which assist the
Stepwise Refinement process. In that application, the Stepwise Refinement
process started with an abstract program [6], and the goal of the refinement
was to obtain code. In another paper [11], another application which assist
the Z schema usage, and also transform a Z schema into an abstract program
was presented. The goal of this paper is to extract an abstract program from a
natural language text which represent a program requirement. In other words,
the goal is to obtain the specifications, i.e. the precondition, the postcondition
and the variable list from natural language requirements. In natural language,
the sentences which correspond to the precondition respective postcondition
can be selected by the tense of their predicates. And the variables involved
are usually the subjects of those sentences.

There are two types of requirements: requirements which are expressed
by many sentences, and many requirements expressed in a single sentence. In
the first case, the identification of the preconditions and postconditions seems
to be much easier to be resolved, since it can be reduced to a sentence selec-
tion problem. In the second case, a single sentence must be split into one or
more preconditions and one or more postconditions. In the second case, the
sentence itself must be analyzed.

In the field of natural language processing, the accuracy of some natural
language processing methods has improved. Some still have an accuracy less
then 70%, such as the text entailment relationship [1]. But there are a lot of
tools capable of identifying the correct part of speech of words from sentences,
with an accuracy more than 95% [18]. In the field of grammatical analysis of a
sentence also a lot of work was done, and there are available free tools capable
to analyse from the syntactic point of view a sentence, such as the online tool
developed by the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group [26], with an
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accuracy of more than 87% [8], tool which is updated continuously [27]. The
result of the grammatical analysis of a sentence is usually represented as a tree.
Or, between the words of a sentence, dependence relations can be identified
[9], relations which are astonishing similar to the RDF triplets, the simplest
way to represent an ontology.

3.1. Sentence Analysis. In a previous paper [12], the output of the Stanford
Parser was used to extract ontology triples, in order to identify the best on-
tology which matches a natural language text. In this paper, Stanford Parser
is used again, and the dependence relations will be used as ontology triples
concept-predicate-object, where the concept is the first word from the depen-
dency, the predicate is the dependency, and the object is the second word from
the dependency.

So, for instance for the following requirement: ”Generate the first prime
number larger than a given natural number n.”[23], the syntactic analysis tree
can be seen in the figure 2, the dependencies list in Figure 3 and the associated
graph for the dependencies in Figure 4.

Figure 2. The syntactic analysis tree

From the dependencies graph, it can be observed that the sentence has
two main parts: Generate + larger + number (the subject) + the + first +
prime, and larger + n. + a + given + number + natural. In the first list,
Generate is a VB (verb, base form: imperative, infinitive or subjunctive [25]),
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Figure 3. The dependencies list

Figure 4. The dependencies graph

and is an imperative verb, so this list will represent the postcondition. In the
second list, given is a VBN (verb, past participle [25]) and is in the past tense,
so the second list will be the precondition. The two nouns, ”n” and ”number”
will represent the variables.

The same conclusion can be reached by using the syntactic analysis tree.
”the first prime number” is a NP (noun phrase [24]), and ”a given number n”
is another NP, subordinate to the first one. Because the verb is an imperative
one, the first NP will represent the requirement, and with the first NP, will
compose the postcondition.

In the case in which more sentences represent the requirements, such as in
the case of: ”The sequence a1, ..., an with distinct integer numbers is given.
Determine all subsets of elements with sum divisible to n.”[23], is easy to se-
lect the sentences by their tense. In the first sentence ”given” is a VBN, and
in the second ”Determine” is a VB. SO, the first sentence will represent the
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precondition, and the last the postcondition. Between the two sentences is a
connection, but it is not an evident one. The subject of the first sentence,
”the sequence” appears in the second, but not directly. There is a connection
between the object from the second sentence, ”subsets” and ”the sequence”,
but the connection is a logical one, and in order to be recognized by the com-
puter, new knowledge must be available. The most profitable is the existence
of an ontology, where sequence is similar with set, and subset is a subordinate
of the set, or one in which subset and sequence are related directly. If no such
information is available, then the similarity of the two words will provide a
hint for their relationship. The similarity may be computed between the two
sentences or text to which the two words belong, or, between their glosses from
a dictionary, if the words were disambiguated. If this kind of connections can
be made, then the sentences graphs can be merged, and considered as a big
graph as input for the following subalgorithm:

Subalgorithm PrePostSelection(g, pre_list, post_list)

DATA: g - a dependencies directional graph

@Identify the VB words list: VB_list

@Initialize a list of lists of words, Word_ll and place in

every list on the first position the VB word

@Initialize an empty list of distinct words, Var_l

For @every list L from Word_ll do

@Identify the graph path which ends with a dependency

"sub" for a VB or a VBD, and if none exist, the path

which ends with a dependency "obj", respective the path

which ends with an "amod" dependency for a VBN

@Add all the words from the path to L

@The NN word which is in relation "sub", "obj" or "amod"

must be added to the variable list Var_l

@Add all to L all the words connected to the last word

in a recursive way (they and all the words connected to

them)

endfor

RESULTS: pre_list - the lists L from Word_ll which starts

with a VB

post_list - the other lists from Word_ll

Var_l - the list of variables

endSub

In the case in which the requirements text contains many sentences, the
proposed algorithm can be applied after a ontology alignment operation. From
every sentence, the dependency graph can be constructed, and this graph is a
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mini-ontology (it contains entities and relations). This is the way an ontology
alignment process can be used to merge all the sentences graph into a larger
graph.

For an even larger requirement text, the text must be segmented first,
then for every segment, the sentences dependency graph merged, and then the
proposed algorithm can be applied.

3.2. Ontology assisted. For the further refinement from natural language
preconditions/postconditions into abstract programs, or Z schemas, is neces-
sary the use of an ontology, which, for instance for the case of Z schemas,
has as base-nodes the base types and the base operations for these types. For
instance, from the first example, ”Generate the first prime number larger than
a given natural number n.”[23], it can be noticed that, the basic type natural
number will be used, with prime and larger than as operations, and that only
first is not a simple predicate involving a natural number.

Figure 5. A part of Natural numbers ontology

In this case, first words which represent the variables will be searched in
the ontology (see Figure 5), and replaced with the closest base type (after
the node ”natural” is identified, the closest base type is N). Then, from the
natural language preconditions and postconditions all the words are searched
between the sub-ontology with the base root the base type identified (If the
variable list is formed from many variables, all with different types, a union of
sub-ontology will be used). If they are found, then the base predicate directly
connected to the base type will replace the current word.

In the discussed example, ”Generate the first prime number larger than a
given natural number n.”[23], the identified sentence which express the post-
condition is Generate + larger + number (the subject) + the + first + prime.
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Number can be replaced by x ∈ N, and also larger x > n. The computer can
provide these base types/predicates, and in this way to assist the translation
process from natural language into formal specifications.

4. Experiments

The proposed algorithm was implemented in C++ and tested on the labo-
ratory requirements from Fundamentals of Programming [23]. It worked well
with natural language requirements. Because these formulas are not natural
language sentences, the Stanford parser cannot identify any connection be-
tween the elements of the formula. So, these elements will be disconnected
from the other words from the dependencies graph. As the Stanford parser
output is the current algorithm input, they were ignored further, and the qual-
ity of the results suffered. Unfortunately a more appropriate set of test was
not found. A solution to overcome this problem is to replace these formulas
with different symbols, and only then to apply the algorithm.

5. Conclusions and Future work

In this paper a method for semi-automatic formal specification extraction
from a natural language text was presented. It uses the Stanford Parser to ob-
tain the dependency graph. The dependency graph is seen as a mini-ontology
of the sentence. Then ontology alignment process is used to merge the mini-
ontologies. In the end, using semantic principles, natural language sentences
which represents the preconditions and postconditions are extracted.

In the future, I wish to construct manually an ontology for the Z language
base types, and using it, to further refine the identified natural language pre-
conditions and post-conditions into formal specifications.
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